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Need some help to make a dream of living in Australia a reality? 

Australia is a land filled of many promises. However, the process of moving to Australia can be extremely long 
and complicated. 

London, UK (PRWeb) March 24,2006 -- Synch One (www.synch1.com), an Australian immigration 
consultancy with offices in all major regions of the world, can help make this dream of moving to Australia a 
reality. 

People who are serious about moving to Australia and have already done some research, would know how 
complex Australian law is and how long and painful the immigration process can be. 
 
From the onset, one of the most difficult and confusing parts of the process is to actually select the most 
appropriate visa. For example, among the 75 different kinds of Australian visas there are: 

• 17 different skilled migration visas 
• 13 different business visas 
• 14 family immigration visas 

 
It is crucial to select the correct visa in order to avoid the disappointment and waste of money if rejected. 
 
Synch One helps their clients from the start by fully analyzing their client’s case before a visa application is 
made. They explore all the possibilities that would allow the client to migrate successfully and then they select 
the absolute best visa option to suit the client. This practically ensures the client’s success when Synch One 
represents the client’s case before the Immigration Authorities.  
 
It is best to start the migration process early, because the procedure to obtain the appropriate visa can take up to 
18 months, depending on the situation.  
 
Of course applicants can try to do the visa process on their own, however if they fail the first time: 

• they can delay their departure 
• they risk ruining their chances of obtaining their visa 

 
Synch  One’s Australian office is composed mainly of lawyers and immigration experts who understand the 
intricacies of the law especially those that are constantly changing. Their mission is to help all people who 
would like to migrate to Australia so that they would not become disillusioned by the complexity of the 
Australian immigration system. 
 
Synch One specializes in many different types of visa categories : 

• Work visas 
• Family visas 
• Retirement visas 
• Student visas 
• Business visas 
• Investor visas 
• Permanent residence visas 

Visit them online at www.synch1.com 
  
or determine which visa option is the best for you http://www.synch1.co.uk/main/detailed_assessment.php 

View the various options available to you to obtain you Australian visa. 
http://www.synch1.co.uk/main/images/your-options.pps 


